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Answer the following questions

9ue$tion 1

al Solve the following D.E by using the Variation of parameters:

Y* -3Yn +2Y -  4-g- '  +7

b) Find the general solution of the differential equation:

(20 marks)

x' y" +2xy' + (*' -1)y = 0

9uestion 2 (20 marks)

a) Solve the following D.E usingthe method of undetermined coefficients:

Yo -3Y' - 4Y =3e2' +2sint -Be2' cos2t

I

b) Show that yr1t7 = f , and yr(t) = t-l form a fundamental set of solutions for the equation
using Wronskian determinant:

2 t ' y "+3 ty '  - /=0  t>0

9uestionS (zo marks)

a) Write briefly the steps of Euler algorithm to solve the differential equations.

b) Solve the initial value problem using Euler's method with step size h=0.1, then
compare the approximate solution with the actual solution :

! '  =3+ 
" - '  

- )1, .Y(0) = 1



Ouestion 4

a) Solve the following Riccati Equation:

(20 marks)

,  2cos2 x -s in2  x+  y2
-  ,a " r t

(Knowing that y = sin.r is a particular sotution of the given differential equation)

b) For Legendre D.E(1 - x2)y' -Zxy' + n(n+1).y = 0 . Obtain the Legendre rolx; directly

from Legendre's equation of order 4 by assuming a polynomial of degree 4, i.e.

!=ax4 +bx3 +cxz  +dx+e

.Y(0) = -1

Gluestion 5

a) Show that y =.x./r(x) is a solution of x2 yn - y' - xzr'(x1=g

(20 marks)

b) A mass weighing a lb stretches a spring 2 in suppose that the mass is displaced an

additional 6 in the positive direction and then released as in Figure. The mass is in a

medium that exerts a viscous resistance of 6 lb when the mass has velocity of 3ft/s.

Formulate the initial value problem that governs the motion of the mass.
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Fig. Spring mass system


